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Abstract
The ability to process information regarding reward-predictive cues involves a diverse network of
neural substrates. Given the importance of the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and the basolateral
amygdala (BLA) in associative reward processes, recent research has examined the functional
importance of BLA-NAc interactions. Here, multi-neuron extracellular recordings of NAc neurons
coupled to microinfusion of GABAA and GABAB agonists into the BLA were employed to
determine the functional contribution of the BLA to phasic neural activity across the NAc core and
shell during a cued-instrumental task. NAc neural response profiles prior to BLA inactivation
exhibited largely indistinguishable activity across the core and shell. However, for NAc neurons
that displayed cue-related increases in firing rates during the task, BLA inactivation significantly
reduced this activity selectively in the core (not shell). Additionally, phasic increases in firing rate
in the core (not shell) immediately following the lever press response were also significantly
reduced following BLA manipulation. Concurrent with these neural changes, BLA inactivation
caused a significant increase in latency to respond for rewards and a decrease in the percentage of
trials in which animals made a conditioned approach to the cue. Together, these results suggest
that an excitatory projection from the BLA provides a selective contribution to conditioned neural
excitations of NAc core neurons during a cued-instrumental task, providing insight into the
underlying neural circuitry that mediates responding to reward-predictive cues.
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The nucleus accumbens (NAc) has long been described as an important neural substrate for
reward processing, particularly in mediating the effects of motivationally relevant stimuli on
goal-directed responding (Cardinal et al., 2002, Nicola, 2007, Humphries and Prescott,
2009). The NAc is a heterogeneous structure, primarily comprised of two anatomically and
functionally distinct subregions, the core and shell (Brog et al., 1993). Both of these
structures are involved in appetitive reward behaviors, though numerous studies have
attributed differential functional roles of the core and shell in conditioned reinforcement
(Parkinson et al., 1999), action-outcome contingencies (Corbit et al., 2001), and extinction
and reinstatement (Fuchs et al., 2004). Correspondingly, NAc neuronal activity appears to
track goal-directed responses (Peoples et al., 1997, Carelli, 2004, Nicola, 2007, Roesch et
al., 2009) and cue-reward associations (Carelli, 2000, Setlow et al., 2003, Nicola et al.,
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2004a, Day et al., 2006, Hollander and Carelli, 2007). Despite clear dissociations in core and
shell function, few differences in neural activity across subregions have been identified,
specifically during reward-related behaviors (Ghitza et al., 2004, Hollander and Carelli,
2007). However, regional differences in NAc cell firing may be more readily apparent
through circuit-level analysis (e.g., examination of the role of specific NAc afferents on
NAc activity).
One critical input that has received increasing attention regarding its role in reward
processing is the basolateral amygdala (BLA) (Everitt et al., 2000, Murray, 2007).
Importantly, electrophysiological studies have revealed that BLA neurons are responsive to
reward-predictive cues (Tye et al.,, Carelli et al., 2003, Saddoris et al., 2005, Paton et al.,
2006, Tye and Janak, 2007, Ambroggi et al., 2008). Recent hypotheses suggest that the BLA
is critical for maintaining the assigned value of conditioned stimuli, and using this
information to guide subsequent behavior in the absence of rewards (Cardinal et al., 2002).
Specifically, disruption of BLA activity does not alter instrumental conditioning (Balleine et
al., 2003) or simple Pavlovian autoshaping (Parkinson et al., 2000). However, intact BLA
function is necessary for the formation of a conditioned place preference (Everitt et al.,
1991, McDonald and White, 1993), Pavlovian-to-Instrumental Transfer (Corbit and
Balleine, 2005), cue-induced reinstatement (Fuchs et al., 2006, McLaughlin and Floresco,
2007), second-order conditioning (Everitt et al., 1989, Setlow et al., 2002a), reward
devaluation (Ostlund and Balleine, 2008, Johnson et al., 2009), and responding on high
effort tasks (Ghods-Sharifi et al., 2009, Simmons and Neill, 2009).
Given the essential involvement of both the NAc and the BLA in incentive reward
processes, a functional link of amygalo-striatal interactions has been proposed (Everitt et al.,
1999). Neurophysiological evidence has shown that stimulation of BLA efferents evoke
excitatory responses in NAc neurons (O’Donnell and Grace, 1995, Floresco et al., 2001,
Charara and Grace, 2003, Ambroggi et al., 2008, McGinty and Grace, 2008), and BLA
activity can regulate phasic dopamine release within the NAc core (Jones et al., 2009).
Indeed, the functional connectivity of the BLA-NAc pathway is necessary for animals to
respond on a second-order conditioning task with a natural (Setlow et al., 2002b) or drug
reinforcer (Di Ciano and Everitt, 2004). Additionally, recent evidence has shown that
stimulus-controlled instrumental responding is also attenuated as a result of BLA-NAc
disconnection (Ambroggi et al., 2008), as well as high effort fixed-ratio instrumental
responding (Simmons and Neill, 2009).
Here, we used multi-unit extracellular electrophysiology of NAc activity coupled to
microinfusion of GABAA and GABAB agonists (muscimol 0.03 nmol and baclofen 0.3
nmol in 0.3μL) (McFarland and Kalivas, 2001) into the BLA, to determine the functional
contribution of the BLA to phasic neural activity across the NAc core and shell during a
cued-instrumental task. Similar to previous reports, NAc neural response profiles across the
core and shell exhibited largely indistinguishable activity. However, distinct subsets of NAc
neurons were differentially regulated by BLA activity, specifically subsets that correlated
with presentation of conditioned cues. These results provide a critical characterization of
afferent modulation by the BLA of phasic signaling in the NAc core and shell.
Experimental Procedures
Animals
Male Sprague Dawley rats (90-120 d old; Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) were used (n = 12). Rats
had ad libitum access to water, with restricted food (Laboratory Rodent Diet; PMI Nutrition
International, Branson, MO) limited to 15-25g per day to maintain weight between 85-95%
of pre-surgical body weight. This regimen was in place for the duration of behavioral
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testing, except during the postoperative recovery period when food was given ad libitum. All
procedures were approved by the University of North Carolina Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee.
Surgery
Animals were anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride (100 mg/kg) and xylazine
hydrochloride (20 mg/kg), and microelectrode arrays were implanted in the NAc using
established procedures (Carelli et al., 2000). Electrodes were custom-designed and
purchased from a commercial source (NB Laboratories, Dennison, TX, USA). Each array
consisted of eight microwires (50 μm diameter) arranged in a 2x4 bundle that measured ~
1.5 mm anteroposterior and ~ 0.75 mm mediolateral. Arrays were targeted for permanent,
bilateral placement in the core and shell subregions of the NAc (AP, +1.3 to 1.7 mm relative
to bregma; ML, ± 0.8 or 1.3 mm relative to bregma; DV, -6.2 mm from brain surface;
(Paxinos and Watson, 2005)). Ground wires for each array were coiled around skull screws
and placed into the ipsilateral side of the brain. Initially, rats (n=3) were implanted with
unilateral guide cannula aimed at the BLA (anteriorposterior: -2.7 to -3.0; mediolateral:
+/-4.9 from bregma; dorsoventral: -6.2 from skull, (Paxinos and Watson, 2005)). To increase
the yield of data from each animal, bilateral guide cannula were implanted in the remaining
rats (n=9). BLA guide cannula consisted of a 22 gauge thin-walled stainless-steel tubing
(Plastics One Inc., Roanoke, VA) and were lowered to 2 mm above the target site. The
cannula and microarrays were secured with stainless steel screws and dental acrylic. Stylets
(Plastics One Inc., Roanoke, VA) were inserted into the length of the guide cannula to
maintain patency.
Electrophysiological recordings
Electrophysiology procedures have been described previously (Carelli et al., 2000). Briefly,
before the start of each session, subjects were connected to a flexible recording cable
attached to a commutator that allowed virtually unrestrained movement within the chamber.
NAc activity was recorded differentially between the active and the inactive electrodes from
the permanently implanted microwires. On-line isolation and discrimination of neuronal
activity was accomplished using a neurophysiological system commercially available (MAP
system; SIG board filtering, 250 Hz to 8 kHz; sampling rate, 40 kHz; Plexon, Dallas, TX).
Individual waveforms corresponding to a single cell were discriminated using template
analysis procedures provided by the MAP system and sorted further after each experiment
using principal component analysis in Offline Sorter (Plexon, Dallas, TX). Raster displays
and perievent histograms (PEHs) were constructed using commercially available software
(NeuroExplorer; Plexon, Dallas, TX).
Apparatus
Experimental sessions occurred in 43 × 43 × 53 cm Plexiglas chambers (Medical Associates,
St. Albans, VT, USA) housed within sound-attenuating boxes (Medical Associates, St.
Albans, VT, USA). Two symmetrically located retractable levers (Colburn Instruments,
Allentown, PA, USA) were placed 17 cm apart on one wall of the chamber. Cue lights were
positioned above each lever. A food receptacle was centered between the levers, 2.5 cm
from the floor. A house light was centrally located on the wall opposite the food receptacle
and levers, 2 cm from the ceiling.
Behavioral Task
Rats were trained to respond for sucrose (45 mg pellets; Test Diet) delivered into a
receptacle on a discriminative stimulus fixed-ratio 1 (FR1) schedule of reinforcement.
Sessions were limited to 90 pellets/day in a single daily session. Each training session was
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initiated by the onset of the houselight, presentation of continuous white noise, and insertion
of the inactive lever. Responses on the inactive lever had no programmed consequences.
During the operant training session, either the discriminative stimulus (DS) or non-
associated stimulus (NS) was presented on a variable-interval schedule with an average
inter-trial interval of 20s. A schematic of the behavioral task is shown in Figure 1a. The DS
and NS were semi-randomly presented over three trials with a 2:1 ratio of DS:NS frequency.
The DS consisted of a unique audio tone (either 1000 or 2750 Hz; counterbalanced across
animals) presented for 6s. Upon termination of the tone, the active lever was inserted into
the chamber and the associated cue-light was illuminated. An instrumental response on the
active lever resulted in lever retraction, cue-light termination and delivery of sucrose into the
receptacle, as well as an additional unique 6s audio tone (8000 Hz; CS). If the rat did not
respond on the active lever within 30s of presentation, the cue-light was terminated and the
lever was retracted, and a new inter-trial interval was initiated. The NS consisted of the
alternative tone (1000 or 2750 Hz) and was also presented for 6s. Responses during the NS
had no programmed consequences. Rats underwent 10-13 days of training until criterion was
met with accurate responses made on greater than 95% of DS trials across 3 consecutive
sessions.
Experimental test day and microinfusion
Once trained, all rats underwent surgical procedures described above. Following recovery,
animals had 5 additional operant training days. On the final two re-training days, rats were
tethered and the session was divided into pre and post segments to acclimate each animal to
the test day procedure, and mock microinfusions were given. On the experimental test day,
NAc cell firing was recorded during a session that consisted of 135 total trials (90 DS and 45
NS; described above), divided into the pre-infusion (PRE) and post-infusion (POST)
periods. After the initial 45 pre-infusion trials rats were given a 0.3μL unilateral
microinfusion of either vehicle (0.9% NaCl sterile saline; VEH) or drug (0.3nmol baclofen
GABAB agonist/0.03nmol muscimol GABAA agonist, in 0.9% NaCl sterile saline; BM;
dose from (McFarland and Kalivas, 2001)) into one BLA cannula. Microinfusions were
made over 1 min, and the injector remained in place for a 1 min post-injection diffusion
period. All 12 rats received at least 2 test days, with unilateral injection of either VEH or
BM. The 9 rats with bilateral cannula also received 2 additional test days in the alternate
unilateral cannula. In all cases, the order of treatment was randomly assigned for each
animal (alternating infusion side between days). After the microinfusion, the animals were
immediately reconnected to the recording apparatus and placed in the chamber, and post-
infusion trials commenced 5 min later.
Behavioral analysis
Several behavioral measures were examined: the DS and NS approach response ratios, the
DS response latency, and the number of overall responses on the active and inactive levers.
Approach responses were analyzed through video analyses, wherein an approach was
defined as a directed movement or orienting of the animals head into the active lever region
of the chamber (2in. × 2in. around the lever), during the DS or NS presentation. Response
latency and lever presses were recorded via computer.
Neural analysis
NAc neuronal firing patterns were characterized using raster displays and peri-event
histograms (PEHs) constructed with commercially available software (NeuroExplorer,
Littleton, MA, Plexon, Dallas, TX). Raster displays and PEHs display the activity of each
cell time-locked to particular behavioral events. For each cell, PEHs were constructed time-
locked to either the DS, NS or operant response. To examine neural activity relative to DS
presentation, cell firing was displayed during 0-1s following DS onset compared to the ‘DS
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baseline’ period, (−5 to 0 s prior to DS presentation). To determine neural activity relative to
NS presentation cell firing was examined during the 0-1s following NS onset compared to
the ‘NS baseline’ period (−5 to 0 s prior to NS presentation). To evaluate cell firing before
and following the lever press response, cell firing was examined during the 1s period
preceding the operant response (−1 - 0 pre-response) and 1s following the response (0 - 1
post-response) compared to baseline activity (the DS baseline period was used since no
events occurred during that time). Next, 99.9% confidence intervals (CI) were projected in
each PEH from the baseline epochs for each neuron (Neuroexplorer). Neural responses were
characterized as phasic by the presence of at least one bin (beginning within each event
epoch) that showed an increase or decrease in firing rate over the projected baseline CI. A
subset of cells exhibited larger variability in their baseline firing rates and the projected
99.9% CI included zero. For these neurons to be classified as phasic, e0 > 2 b0 had to be true
(where e0=consecutive zero bins occurring within the event epoch, and b0= maximal number
of consecutive zero bins in the baseline epoch).
Next, each NAc neuron was classified into specific response profiles (types), as follows.
Cells that increased their firing rate in the 1s following cue-onset were classified as DSe or
NSe, according to the respective cue. For cells that increased their firing rate surrounding
the operant response, if the increase was marked as phasic in the pre-response period, it was
considered a pre-response excitation (PRe), even if this phasic increase persisted into the
post-response period. Cells that increased their firing rate only in the post-response period
were classified as reinforcement excitation (RFe) neurons. Note, PRe and RFe are inherently
mutually exclusive, but both types of operant responses could also be classified as cue-
responsive (i.e. DSe). NAc neurons that decreased their firing rate in the 1s following cue-
onset were classified as DSi or NSi respectively. Cells that decreased their firing rate
surrounding the operant response were classified as operant inhibitions (OPi). Again, OPi
could also be classified as cue-responsive (e.g., DSe). Note, cells were classified into phasic
response patterns based upon their PRE-infusion firing PEHs, and then assigned to a phasic
population. Once classified, then neurons were analyzed comparing their PRE versus POST
infusion firing patterns, and subsequently compared across treatments.
Two exclusion criteria were used to remove neurons that did not meet inclusion standards
noted above. Cells were excluded if the baseline firing rate preceding the DS for the PRE
infusion period was less than 0.2 Hz, or if the cell had fewer than 500 spikes within the
entire PRE period. Cells were also removed from analysis if the baseline firing rate during
the PR period exceeded 10 Hz, as these were likely not medium-spiny neurons (Berke et al.,
2004). Using this approach, of the 303 units recorded across all sessions, 15 were excluded
based upon the first, and 40 units were excluded based on the second criteria.
Histology
Rats were deeply anesthetized with a ketamine and xylazine mixture (100 mg/kg and 20 mg/
kg, respectively) and perfused transcardially using physiological saline, 10% formalin and
3% potassium ferricyanide, and brains were removed. In order to mark the placement of
electrode tips, a 13.5 μA current was passed through each microwire electrode for 5 s. To
mark microinfusion sites, a brief 5 μA current was passed through injector needles placed
into the guide cannula. After post-fixing and freezing, 40-μm coronal brain sections were
mounted and stained with thionin. Electrode tip locations and injection sites were identified
based upon anatomical organization (Paxinos and Watson, 2005).
Statistics
Analysis of behavioral data was completed using paired t-tests. To examine acquisition of
the task, a two-way repeated measures ANOVAs involving session number x cue (DS v NS)
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was employed. To determine the effects of BLA inactivation on cue-evoked approach
behavior a two-way repeated measures ANOVA of cue (DS v NS) x treatment (VEH v BM)
was employed. All ANOVAs were followed by Bonferroni post hoc tests as noted.
Proportions and frequencies of units and wire placements across subregions were compared
using Fisher’s exact test (GraphPad Prism 4).
To compare differences in mean firing rate of individual response patterns across
subregions, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA of epoch (baseline v signal) x subregion
(core v shell) was used. To determine the effects of BLA manipulation on cell firing, PEH
were constructed for each individual neuron across the PRE and POST infusion periods to
compare the within-session changes in firing. Cells were grouped based on their hemispheric
relation to the infusion side as well as by subregion. To examine the effects of BLA
manipulation on NAc cell firing for each cell type, three-way repeated measures ANOVAs
of epoch (baseline v signal) x infusion (PRE v POST) x treatment (VEH v BM) were used.
Presence of a significant 3-way interaction would indicate that the effect of infusion on
epoch firing rate was dependent upon treatment. Statistics were completed on the raw firing
rate data presented Tables 2 and 3. However, to simplify data representation, data were
normalized and collapsed across the infusion variable (POST firing rate/ PRE firing rate) in
Figures 5-6. Statistics were analyzed using either Prism 4 (GraphPad) or SPSS 17.0 (SPSS).
Results
Histology
Histological verification of electrode placement across NAc subregions revealed that there
was no significant difference in the distribution of wires between the core (n=76) and shell
(n=94) (χ2= 1.91; p=0.17) (Figure 1b). Likewise, sixteen micro-infusion sites were
histologically confirmed to be in the BLA. Non-BLA infusion sites (n=5) and non-NAc wire
placements were excluded from analysis.
Behavior
Animals learned to successfully discriminate between the active and inactive levers and
reached DS responding criterion within 13 sessions. A two-way ANOVA (lever x session)
revealed a significant interaction (F(1,12) = 27.45, p < 0.0001) across the final 8 training
sessions and subsequent retraining days (Figure 2a). Bonferroni post hoc tests revealed that
over the final 6 training sessions and all retraining days there were significantly more
responses on the active than the inactive lever (p<0.001).
Unilateral inactivation of the BLA had no significant effect on the ability of the rats to
perform the behavioral task (t(11)=1.44, p=0.17; Figure 2b). To examine the effect of BLA
inactivation on conditioned responses to DS or NS presentation, both the latency to respond
and the percentage of trials in which animals approached the active lever region during DS
presentation was determined. Compared to VEH, BM infusion caused a significant increase
in the latency to respond (t(11)=2.718, p=0.02; Figure 2c). Further, a two-way repeated
measures ANOVA revealed significant main effects of treatment (VEH and BM, F(1,22) =
26.67, p<0.0001) and cue (DS and NS, F(1,22) = 201.7, p<0.0001) and a significant
interaction (treatment x cue; F(1,22) = 12.89, p=0.0016) on the percentage of trials in which
animals approached the active lever region during DS presentation (Figure 2d). Specifically,
BM treatment significantly decreased the percentage of DS trials in which the animals made
an approach (p < 0.01). There was no significant difference between the VEH or BM
treatment in NS trial approaches (p>0.05). Together, these data demonstrate that unilateral
inactivation of the BLA attenuates DS-evoked behavior.
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Subregion characterization of NAc neural activity
To characterize NAc cell firing during the task, the response profiles of neurons collected
from the PRE period on the initial VEH day for each animal were analyzed. A total of 126
NAc neurons were recorded from 12 rats. There was an even distribution in cell numbers
across the NAc core (n=66) and shell (n=60). Moreover, there was no significant difference
in the baseline (−5 to 0 s prior to DS onset) firing rate of neurons in the core (2.12 ±0.24
spikes/s) versus the shell (2.34±0.27 spikes/s; t(124)=0.61, p=0.54).
Table 1 shows the number of neurons that exhibited a change in firing rate during the four
behavioral epochs (DS, NS, Pre-response, Post-response). It is important to note that these
groups are not mutually exclusive, as neurons often demonstrated multiple response
patterns. As is evident in Table 1, the majority of NAc neurons exhibited phasic activity
during the task. Moreover, a greater proportion of NAc core neurons exhibited at least one
phasic response (57/66; 86.4%) compared to neurons in the NAc shell (42/60; 70.0%)
(Fisher’s exact test; p=0.03).
Cells were then assigned to specific types and further analyzed. Examples of individual NAc
neurons that exhibited excitatory response profiles are shown in Figure 3. An example of a
neuron that exhibited type DSe activity, characterized by significant increases in firing rate
during the 1s following cue-onset, is shown in Figure 3a (increased activity highlighted in
gray bar). There was no significant difference in the proportion of neurons that exhibited
DSe response profiles across the core (n=12) and shell (n=7) (Fisher’s exact test; p=0.33).
Although DSe neurons in each subregion showed significant increases in firing rate during
the signal period (i.e., 1 s following DS onset) compared to baseline (Figure 3b) a two-way
repeated measures ANOVA (subregion x epoch) was used to determine whether there were
differences in DSe response profiles across subregions. The ANOVA revealed a significant
main effect of epoch (F(1,17) = 8.97, p<0.01), but not subregion (F(1,17) = 1.61, p=0.22),
indicating the magnitude of the DSe firing rates and baselines were similar between the core
and shell.
PRe neurons were characterized by significant increases in firing rate during the 1s before
the operant (lever press) response. The PEH in Figure 3c shows the activity of a
representative PRe neuron. The proportion of neurons that exhibited PRe response profiles
were not statistically different across the core (n=18) and shell (n=8), although this did
approach significance (Fisher’s exact test; p=0.08). Likewise, PRe neurons in each
subregion showed significant increases in firing rate during the signal period (i.e., 1 s
preceding operant response) compared to baseline (Figure 3d). Additionally, the magnitude
of the PRe signal and the baseline firing rate was similar across the core and shell, as a two-
way repeated measures ANOVA (subregion x epoch) revealed a significant main effect of
epoch (F(1,24) = 14.69, p<0.001), but not subregion (F(1,24) = 0.82, p=0.38).
RFe neurons were characterized by significant increases in firing rate during the 1s period
following the response. Neurons that exhibited RFe response profiles (example shown in
Figure 3e) were also similarly distributed across the core (n=15) and shell (n=15) (Fisher’s
exact test; p=0.84). RFe neurons showed significant increases in firing rate during the signal
period compared to baseline (Figure 3f). The magnitude and baseline firing rate of RFe
neurons was similar across the core and shell, as a two-way repeated measures ANOVA
(subregion x epoch) revealed a significant main effect of epoch (F(1,28) = 54.14, p<0.0001),
but not subregion (F(1,28) = 1.61, p=0.22).
Neurons that exhibited inhibitory response profiles relative to behavioral events were
classified as follows. DSi response neurons were characterized by significant decreases in
firing rate during the 1s following DS onset. An example of a representative DSi neuron is
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shown in Figure 4a (gray bar), and the decline in firing rate during the signal relative to
baseline periods for all DSi cells in the core and shell is shown in Figure 4b. There was no
significant difference in the proportion of NAc neurons that were classified as DSi across
the core (n=13) and the shell (n=11) (Fisher’s exact test; p=1.0). Likewise the magnitude of
the inhibition for DSi cells was similar across subregions as the two-way repeated measures
ANOVA (subregion x epoch) revealed a significant main effect of epoch (F(1,22) = 15.29,
p<0.001), but not subregion (F(1,22) = 1.40, p=0.25) (Figure 4b). OPi neurons were
characterized by significant decreases in firing rate during the 2s surrounding the operant
response. Figure 4a shows an example of a representative OPi neuron. The mean firing rates
during the signal and baseline periods across all OPi cells in the core and shell is shown in
Figure 4d. OPi response profiles were also evenly distributed across the core (n=31) and
shell (n=23) (Fisher’s exact test; p=0.37). Likewise, the OPi baseline and epoch signal were
similar between subregions as the two-way repeated measures ANOVA (subregion x epoch)
revealed a significant main effect of epoch (F(1,52) = 44.74, p<0.0001), but not subregion
(F(1,52) = 0.80, p=0.37). Taken together, these results demonstrate a remarkable similarity in
the neural response profiles of NAc neurons across the core and shell during the task.
BLA regulation of NAc phasic excitations
The primary goal of this study was to determine the contribution of BLA activity to phasic
neural responses within the NAc. As noted above, the pharmacological manipulation used in
this study induced a significant reduction in conditioned responses following the
presentation of the DS, with no significant disruption in instrumental responding. As such, it
was hypothesized that BLA inactivation would attenuate neural firing within NAc phasic
excitations, specifically DS-evoked signals.
To determine if DSe responses were altered by BLA inactivation, the firing rates of DSe
neurons were compared before and following BLA inactivation. An example DSe neuron
recorded in the core before and after BM treatment is shown in Figure 5a. For the population
of DSe cells, a three-way repeated measures ANOVA (epoch x infusion x treatment)
revealed a significant interaction of epoch x infusion x treatment (F(1,11) = 7.26, p=0.02; see
Table 2 for all significant main and 2-way interaction effects). The 3-way interaction reveals
that ipsilateral DSe neurons in the NAc core exhibited a significant reduction in the DS-
evoked signal as a result of BM treatment (Figure 5b). However, there was no significant
attenuation of the DSe signal in the NAc shell following BLA inactivation, with only a main
effect of epoch (F(1,6) = 34.10, p=0.001) and no significant interaction of epoch x infusion x
treatment (F(1,6) = 0.80, p>0.05) (Figure 4c; see Table 3 for all significant main and
interaction effects). Importantly, this attenuation of the DSe signal was specific to neurons
ipsilateral to the BLA treatment, as neither neurons in the core (epoch x infusion x
treatment; F(1,2) = 3.65, p p>0.05) or shell (epoch x infusion x treatment; F(1,9) = 1.62,
p>0.05) exhibited a significant change in signal when the contralateral BLA was inactivated.
Next, the effect of BLA inactivation on PRe response profiles was examined. A
representative PRe neuron from the NAc core is shown in Figure 5d. For all PRe neurons in
both the core (Figure 4e; Table 2) and shell (Figure 4f; Table 3), there was no significant
change in signal compared to baseline firing as a function of BLA manipulation (core; epoch
x infusion x treatment F(1,17) = 0.38, p>0.05; shell; epoch x infusion x treatment F(1,11) =
0.31, p>0.05). However, in the shell there was a significant epoch x infusion interaction
(F(1,11) = 6.49, p=0.002), as there was a general decrease in PRe signal following infusion of
both VEH and BM. Furthermore, there was no significant change in PRe signal in neurons
contralateral to the BLA manipulation in either the core or shell (core; epoch x infusion x
treatment F(1,11) = 2.43, p>0.05; shell; epoch x infusion x treatment F(1,6) = 0.29, p>0.05).
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Third, the effects of BLA inactivation on RFe response profiles were examined. A
representative RFe neuron from the NAc core is shown in Figure 5g. For RFe neurons in the
core, a significant reduction in the DS-evoked signal was observed following BLA
inactivation (Figure. 5h; Table 2). However, this reduction in type RFe activity was not
specific to BM treatment as there was not a significant three-way interaction (epoch x
infusion x treatment F(1,11) = 3.12, p>0.05), but a significant epoch x infusion interaction
(F(1,11) = 15.49, p=0.002). That is, the reduction in RFe activity was observed following
both BM and VEH infusion into the BLA. Interestingly, again neurons in the shell exhibited
no significant change in signal as a result of BLA manipulation (epoch x infusion x
treatment F(1,8) = 1.14, p>0.05), but only a main effect of epoch (F(1,8) = 16.00, p=0.004)
(Figure 5i; Table 3). This attenuation of RFe signal in the core, but not the shell, is also
specific to ipsilateral neurons, as there was no significant change in contralateral RFe signals
in either the core or shell (core; epoch x infusion x treatment F(1,8) = 1.37, p>0.05; shell;
epoch x infusion x treatment F(1,11) = 3.56, p>0.05).
BLA regulation of NAc phasic inhibitions
For DSi neurons across both the core and shell, there was no significant change in DSi
signal compared to baseline firing as a function of BLA manipulation (core; epoch x
infusion x treatment F(1,11) = 0.54, p>0.05; shell; epoch x infusion x treatment F(1,12) = 0.25,
p>0.05) (Figure 6a and b; Tables 2 and 3). Furthermore, there was no significant change in
contralateral DSi signal compared to baseline firing as a result of BLA manipulation in
either the core or shell (core; epoch x infusion x treatment F(1,7) = 1.29, p>0.05; shell; epoch
x infusion x treatment F(1,11) = 0.83, p>0.05).
The effects of BLA inactivation on OPi cell firing across the core and shell was also
examined. If a neuron was not phasic across the entire OPi period, only the period in which
it was phasic (i.e. preOP or postOP) was evaluated. For OPi neurons in the core, there was
no significant change in OPi signal as a function of BLA manipulation (epoch x infusion x
treatment F(1,29) = 1.13, p>0.05) (Figure 6c; Table 2). However, OPi neurons in the shell
exhibited a significant change in the baseline firing rate across both BLA treatments, with a
significant epoch x infusion interaction (F(1,26) = 10.06, p=0.004) (Figure 6d; Table 3).
Interestingly, the change in baseline firing rate was similar across VEH (78.1% of PRE) and
BM (73.1% of PRE) treatments. Furthermore, there was no significant change in the
contralateral DSi signals across either the core or shell (core; epoch x infusion x treatment
F(1,19) = 0.35, p>0.05; shell; epoch x infusion x treatment F(1,21) = 2.16, p>0.05). The
functional significance of this reduction in inhibitory responding is unclear, but the finding
that it occurred under both VEH and BM conditions indicates that any unknown behavioral
consequences of this neural profile are not uniquely dependent upon BLA activity.
Discussion
The present findings demonstrate that the BLA differentially regulates conditioned neural
responses within the NAc core and shell. Specifically, DS-evoked excitations for neurons in
the NAc core, but not the shell, exhibited a significant reduction in firing rate following BM
inactivation of the BLA. Additionally, excitations in firing rate in the core (not shell)
immediately following the lever press response (type RFe cells) were also significantly
reduced following BLA manipulation. Although this significant reduction was also observed
following vehicle infusion, it was more pronounced after BM treatment. Concurrent with the
DSe neural change, BLA inactivation caused a significant increase in latency to respond and
decrease in the percentage of DS trials in which animals made an approach response.
Together, these results suggest that an excitatory projection from the BLA provides a
selective contribution to conditioned neural excitations in NAc core neurons during a cued-
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instrumental task, providing insight into the underlying neural circuitry that mediates
responding to reward-predictive cues.
The primary finding reported here is that distinct subsets of NAc core neurons, but not shell
neurons, are regulated by BLA activity during the task. Recent evidence demonstrated that
BLA activity facilitates incentive cue responses of NAc core neurons, concomitant with a
decrease in stimulus-controlled behavior (Ambroggi et al., 2008). However, that study was
restricted to neural activity within the NAc core. Here, both core and shell neural responses
were examined. Despite similarities in neural response profiles between these subregions
prior to pharmacological manipulation of the BLA, BLA inactivation differentially mediates
DS-evoked excitations in the NAc core. As noted above, we also examined neural activity
surrounding the operant response, and show that post-response excitations within the core
were also attenuated by BLA inactivation, although not significantly more than following
VEH treatment. Given the small number of RFe neurons it is possible this is a function of
statistical power. Such post-response excitations have typically been associated with
encoding of the CS (i.e., a distinct cue paired with reward delivery) (Carelli and Deadwyler,
1997, Carelli, 2000). We did not explicitly test this possibility with non-contingent CS
probes, but it is likely that these responses encode aspects of the conditioned stimulus
(Carelli and Deadwyler, 1997), the consummatory response (Nicola et al., 2004b) or
reinforcer palatability (Taha and Fields, 2005). Given that the NAc core has been shown to
exhibit more phasic excitations in response to a CS that evokes conditioned approaches (Day
et al., 2006), it is likely that the attenuated post-response signal found here is a similar subset
of CS-responsive core neurons. Taken together, these data suggest that BLA activity drives
conditioned phasic excitations within the core, but not the shell, specifically via an
ipsilateral connection.
These results are consistent with anatomy studies which show that the BLA sends primarily
glutamatergic efferents to the NAc (Kelley et al., 1982, McDonald, 1991, Brog et al., 1993).
Previous electrophysiological studies have shown that stimulation of BLA efferents evoke
excitatory responses in NAc neurons (O’Donnell and Grace, 1995, Floresco et al., 2001,
Charara and Grace, 2003, Ambroggi et al., 2008, McGinty and Grace, 2008). However, the
differentiation between core and shell neural responses in our study is somewhat surprising,
as the BLA projects to both the core and shell (McDonald, 1991, Brog et al., 1993,
Shinonaga et al., 1994), although more rostral regions of the BLA appear to project more to
the core and caudal regions project to the shell (Shinonaga et al., 1994). It is possible that
because our BLA infusions are more rostral than caudal, the differential effect of BLA
inactivation on DS-evoked firing within the NAc is due to lack of manipulation of shell-
mediated projections. This is unlikely however, as the location of our BLA manipulations
within the rostral-caudal gradient still contain significant overlap in core and shell
projections, particularly in medial core regions where most of our recordings were taken. As
such, we suggest that these data provide evidence that contributions of the BLA to NAc core
signaling may reflect the behavioral specificity required during our cued-instrumental task.
That is, the differential effects of BLA inactivation on NAc cell firing in the core and shell
revealed here is consistent with numerous studies that demonstrate functional dissociations
between these NAc subregions. Our finding then may reveal a novel neural correlate in the
core that is critical in processing discrete reward-predictive stimuli used to guide appetitive
responding.
Specifically, transient inactivation of the NAc core attenuates the expression of conditioned
approach responses to a CS (Blaiss and Janak, 2009), instrumental conditioned
reinforcement (Di Ciano et al., 2008), and cue-induced reinstatement (Fuchs et al., 2004,
Floresco et al., 2008). Conversely, the shell appears to have a greater role in suppressing
competing responses, independent of discrete cue presentation, as transient inactivation of
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the shell decreases conditioned approach to a reward-predictive CS (Blaiss and Janak, 2009)
or DS (Ambroggi et al., 2009), but also dramatically increases non-specific approach
behavior in response to a non-associated cue (Ambroggi et al., 2009, Blaiss and Janak,
2009). Furthermore, in a cue-reinstatement paradigm, inactivation of the shell can actually
enhance cue-induced reinstatement responding indiscriminately across operanda (Floresco et
al., 2008). Furthermore, the reported differential contribution of BLA activity to the NAc
core is consistent with a growing literature on the amygdalo-striatal network (Cardinal et al.,
2002). Specifically, BLA-NAc core interactions have been shown to be critically important
to reward processes such as conditioned place preference (Everitt et al., 1991), second-order
conditioning (Setlow et al., 2002b, Di Ciano and Everitt, 2004) and stimulus-controlled
instrumental responding (Ambroggi et al., 2008).
Although the present findings illustrate the importance of the BLA-NAc core projection in
driving cue-evoked responding, there are additional circuits and mechanisms to consider.
For example, studies have demonstrated that ventral tegmental area (VTA) inactivation
reduces behavioral responding, as well as NAc excitations and inhibitions, evoked by a DS
(Yun et al., 2004). Likewise, predictive cues elicit robust phasic dopamine release in the
NAc core (Day et al., 2007), and behavioral responding to cues is dopamine dependent
(Nicola et al., 2005). Moreover, VTA inactivation also produces a robust decrease in
baseline firing rate in NAc neurons, suggesting that tonic firing may be permissive of cue-
evoked responses (Yun et al., 2004). In the present study, however, BLA inactivation had no
effects on baseline firing rates of NAc core neurons, while significantly reducing DS-evoked
excitations. Coupled with the increased latency to behaviorally respond the DS, our results
argue that phasic, cue-evoked excitation of NAc core neurons may play a role in driving the
behavioral response to cues. This interpretation is further supported by evidence that the
magnitude of the phasic DS-evoked excitations in the NAc core predict whether a
subsequent behavioral response to the cue is made (Nicola et al., 2004a).
If cue-evoked excitation of NAc core neurons drives cue-evoked responding, it is possible
that these responses are also influenced by regions of the prefrontal cortex (PFC). Similar to
the BLA, there is a direct excitatory projection from the PFC to the NAc core, descending
both ipsilaterally and contralaterally (Sesack et al., 1989, Brog et al., 1993). Neurons in the
NAc receive convergent input from the mPFC and the VTA (Sesack and Pickel, 1992).
Activity within the PFC is essential for responding to a reward-predictive cue (Ishikawa et
al., 2008a), and inactivation of the dorsomedial PFC reduces DS-excitations, as well as
inhibitions, in NAc neurons (Ishikawa et al., 2008b). However, large proportions of NAc
neurons that are activated by the PFC are also activated by the BLA (O’Donnell and Grace,
1995), and BLA input can directly gate (Goto and O’Donnell, 2002) or indirectly modulate
PFC to NAc excitations (McGinty and Grace, 2008). Furthermore, subpopulations of PFC
neurons that are responsive to BLA stimulation are also antidromically activated by NAc
stimulation, suggesting a polysynaptic pathway via the PFC that may mediate the effects of
BLA inactivation on NAc neural activity (Floresco and Tse, 2007). Regardless, it is apparent
that convergent excitatory inputs from both the BLA and mPFC, and dopaminergic input
from the VTA, are required for activation of NAc core neurons by discrete reward-
predictive cues.
Therefore, we propose that a complex neural circuit, wherein converging phasic information
from the BLA, PFC and VTA are integrated within the NAc core to influence cue-evoked
responding. Phasic dopamine release within the NAc in response to reward-predictive cues
is terminally regulated by the BLA (Jones et al., 2009), likely via actions on pre-synaptic
glutamate receptors (Floresco et al., 1998, Phillips et al., 2003). Furthermore, concomitant
activation of D1 and NMDA receptors in the NAc core is necessary for appetitive
instrumental learning (Smith-Roe and Kelley, 2000) and D1 and NMDA receptor activation
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is necessary for BLA-induced potentiation of NAc signaling (Floresco et al., 2001).
Additionally, recent studies suggest that D1 mediated signals within the NAc core during a
cued-discrimination task do not aid in updating the reward-predictive significance of cues,
but rather serve to augment instrumental responding (Calaminus and Hauber, 2007). Thus, it
is possible that BLA activity in response to reward-predictive cues drives post-synaptic
signals within the NAc core, augmenting coincident phasic dopamine signals to amplify
neural and behavioral responses to motivationally significant cues.
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a) Schematic of the operant task. During sessions, one of two trials was presented, the DS or
NS. The DS was presented for 6s, after which the active lever (La) was extended. Responses
on the La resulted in sucrose delivery and CS onset (6s). Responses during the NS had no
programmed consequences. The inactive lever (Li) was always present. Black triangles
denote a lever response. b) Histological representation of electrode and cannula placement.
Left diagrams show the NAc placements of electrodes at recording. Right diagrams illustrate
the tip of the microinjector placed into the BLA cannula. Images are adapted from (Paxinos
and Watson, 2005).
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Conditioned responding following BLA treatment. a) Average number of lever presses
across the final eight training sessions and subsequent retraining days. b) Average
percentage of DS trials with an active lever response following BLA treatment. c) The
average change in DS response latency following BLA treatment. d) The average percentage
of trials with a DS- or NS-evoked approach following BLA treatment. Data and error bars
reflect mean ± SEM. ns denotes p>0.05; * denotes p<0.05.
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A subset of NAc neurons in the core and shell exhibit phasic excitations in cell firing
relative to cue onset or the lever press response. a) PEH and raster display show the activity
of a representative DSe neuron; activity is aligned to DS-onset (left panel; dotted line) or the
lever press response (right panel; dotted lined). DSe epoch (signal period) is denoted by the
gray bar. b) Average firing rate across baseline and signal periods for all DSe neurons in the
core and shell. c) PEH and raster display show the activity of representative PRe neuron;
activity aligned to DS-onset (left panel; dotted line) or the lever press (right panel; dotted
lined). PRe epoch (signal period) is denoted by the gray bar. d) Average firing rate during
the baseline and signal periods for all PRe neurons in the core and shell. e) PEH and raster
display show activity of a representative RFe neuron; firing aligned to DS-onset (left panel;
dotted line) or operant response (right panel; dotted lined). RFe epoch (signal period) is
denoted by the gray bar. f) Average firing rate during the baseline and signal periods for all
RFe neurons in the core and shell. Data and error bars reflect mean ± SEM. * denotes
p<0.01.
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Another subset of NAc neurons (types DSi and OPi) show phasic inhibitions in cell firing
relative to cue onset or the lever press response in the core and shell. a) PEH and raster
display of a representative DSi neuron aligned to DS-onset (left panel; dotted line) or the
lever press (right panel; dotted lined). DSi epoch (signal period) is denoted by the gray bar.
b) Average baseline and signal firing rates for all DSi neurons in the core and shell. c) PEH
and raster display showing the activity of a representative OPi neuron aligned to DS-onset
(left panel; dotted line) or operant response (right panel; dotted lined). OPi epoch (signal) is
denoted by the gray bar. d) Average baseline and signal firing rate for all OPi neurons in the
core and shell. Data and error bars reflect mean ± SEM. * denotes p<0.01.
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Effects of BLA inactivation on NAc neurons exhibiting phasic excitations (types DSe, PRe
and RFe). a) PEH and raster displays show the activity of a representative DSe neuron in the
NAc core before (black) and following (red) BM treatment aligned to DS-onset (left panel;
dotted line) and the lever press response (right panel; dotted lined). Average change (defined
as POST firing rate/PRE firing rate) in baseline and signal firing rates for all DSe neurons in
the core (b) and shell (c) following vehicle (VEH) or BM treatment. d) PEH and raster
display show the activity of a representative PRe neuron in the core before (black) and
following (red) BM treatment aligned to cue-onset (left panel; dotted line) and the lever
response (right panel; dotted lined). Average change in baseline and signal firing rates for all
PRe neurons in the core (e) and shell (f) following VEH or BM treatment. g) PEH and raster
showing example RFe core neuron before (black) and following (red) BM treatment aligned
to cue-onset (left panel; dotted line) and lever response (right panel; dotted lined). Average
change baseline and signal firing rates for all in RFe cells in the core (h) and shell (i)
following VEH or BM treatment. Data and error bars reflect mean ± SEM. * denotes
p<0.05.
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Effects of BLA inactivation on NAc neurons exhibiting phasic inhibitions (types DSi and
OPi). Average change in baseline and signal firing rates across all DSi neurons in the core
(a) and shell (b). Average change in baseline and signal firing rates across all OPi neurons in
the core (c) and shell (d). Data and error bars reflect mean ± SEM.
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